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REDUCED BASIS METHODS WITH ADAPTIVE SNAPSHOT
COMPUTATIONS
MAZEN ALI, KRISTINA STEIH, AND KARSTEN URBAN
Abstract. We use asymptotically optimal adaptive numerical methods (here
specifically a wavelet scheme) for snapshot computations within the offline
phase of the Reduced Basis Method (RBM). The resulting discretizations for
each snapshot (i.e., parameter-dependent) do not permit the standard RB
‘truth space’, but allow for error estimation of the RB approximation with
respect to the exact solution of the considered parameterized partial differential
equation.
The residual-based a posteriori error estimators are computed by an adap-
tive dual wavelet expansion, which allows us to compute a surrogate of the
dual norm of the residual. The resulting adaptive RBM is analyzed. We show
the convergence of the resulting adaptive Greedy method. Numerical experi-
ments for stationary and instationary problems underline the potential of this
approach.
1. Introduction
Reduced Basis Methods (RBMs) have nowadays become a widely accepted and
used tool for realtime and/or multi-query simulations of parameterized partial dif-
ferential equations (PPDEs). By using an offline-online decomposition, the main
idea is to use a high fidelity, detailed, but costly numerical solver offline to com-
pute approximations to the PPDEs for certain parameter values. The selection of
these parameters is done by an error estimator which is efficiently computable and
thus allows one to determine the ‘worst’ parameters out of a possibly rich so-called
training set. For those ‘bad’ parameters, the high fidelity model is used in order
to determine approximations, so-called snapshots. These few snapshots form the
reduced basis which is then capable to produce approximations for any new param-
eter value extremely rapidly (online). The error estimator can also be used online
in order to certify this RB approximation. Both the variety of applications and the
amount of recent results in RBMs go well beyond the scope of this introduction.
The success of this ‘classical’ RBM also relies on the assumption that the high fi-
delity model in the offline phase is sufficiently accurate for all parameters. The same
discretization is used for all snapshots. This may have some possible drawbacks:
(1) If this high fidelity model is not accurate enough, also the RB-approximation
cannot be good. (2) The other extreme is that a sufficiently accurate approxima-
tion for all possible parameters may require a high fidelity model whose dimension
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is too large even for an offline phase. (3) The error estimate usually controls the
difference to the high fidelity solution, not w.r.t. the exact solution of the PPDE
(with one recent exception in [34] to be discussed below).
On the other hand, there are adaptive numerical methods available that guaran-
tee an approximation of the exact solution of a PDE within a preselected tolerance.
Such methods can, e.g., be based upon finite element or wavelet discretizations,
[8, 9, 24, 31]. We use such an adaptive method (we choose wavelets) for comput-
ing snapshots in the offline phase. This offers some features that we think are of
interest, namely: (a) We use different discretizations for each parameter allowing
for a (asymptotically) minimal amount of work for any chosen parameter. (b) We
can bound the RB error w.r.t. the exact solution of the PPDE. (c) We introduce
a new surrogate for the infinite-dimensional exact residual as well as its dual norm
by using a dual wavelet expansion. The resulting error estimator is shown to be
online-efficient.
Using adaptivity (or different discretizations) in the offline phase implies some
additional sophistication of the method, at least from the conceptual point of view.
The question arises under which circumstances such adaptivity might pay off. It
is known, e.g., from [8] that adaptive methods show faster convergence rates if the
Besov regularity of the solution in a certain scale exceeds the Sobolev regularity, see
also [31]. For the offline RB setting this means that the regularity of the solution
with respect to the parameter is of crucial importance. If one single discretization is
sufficient for approximating the solution u(µ) well enough for all possible parameters
µ, then adaptivity does not to make sense. On the other hand, if u(µ) significantly
differs w.r.t. µ, a joint discretization may be too fine. This is, e.g., the case if u(µ)
has strong parameter-dependent local effects. Our numerical examples are guided
by these considerations.
The adaptive offline snapshot computation gives rise to some implications that
we discuss. Once having an adaptive method at hand, the question of convergence
and a posteriori error analysis arises. Even though the dual norm of the residual is a
rigorous error bound, its computation would require to solve an infinite-dimensional
problem. We introduce a surrogate by using the expansion of the residual in terms
of the dual wavelet basis which in turn admits a characterization of the dual norm.
We would like to mention that there is existing literature for RBM and vari-
ous flavors of adaptivity, e.g., sampling set randomization, adaptive refinement of
training sets, hp-RBM, time-partitioning etc., see, e.g., [1, 5, 6, 12, 16, 22], just to
mention a few.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review
the main facts of the ‘classical’ Reduced Basis Method. We set the framework for
PPDEs and collect those facts that are needed here. Section 3 is devoted to the use
of adaptive methods for the generation of the reduced basis in the offline phase. At
this point, we only require the availability of a certain adaptive solver SOLVE and
do not specify which specific method is used. We have used an Adaptive Wavelet
Galerkin Method (AWGM) which is briefly described in Section 4. Within the
adaptive RB framework in Section 3, however, it is not necessary to fix the precise
adaptive method. There, we just assume that a surrogate for the residual-based
error estimator is computable. Such a surrogate is described in Section 4 using
the dual wavelet system. In Section 5, we describe numerical experiments for two
different examples, namely heat conduction in a thermal block with several local
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heat sources and time-dependent convection-diffusion-reaction using a space-time
variational formulation. These experiments do not only confirm theoretical findings
quantitatively but also indicate the potential of the new approach.
2. Reduced Basis Methods (RBMs)
In order to highlight differences and challenges of using adaptively computed
basis functions within the Reduced Basis Method (RBM), it makes sense to briefly
review ‘standard’ RBMs.
2.1. Parameterized Partial Differential Equations (PPDEs). Let Ω ⊂ Rn
be a bounded domain on which we consider function spaces X = X (Ω), Y = Y(Ω)
arising from a variational formulation of a partial differential equation. Denoting by
D ⊂ RP the set of parameters, this means that we consider a differential operator
B : D × X → Y ′ resp. a bounded bilinear form b : X × Y × D → R, where
b(w, v;µ) := 〈B(µ)w, v〉Y′×Y for w ∈ X , v ∈ Y and µ ∈ D. In particular, we assume
the existence of constants γ(µ) ≤ γUB <∞ such that
(2.1) b(w, v;µ) ≤ γ(µ) ‖w‖X ‖v‖Y , w ∈ X , v ∈ Y.
For a given f(µ) ∈ Y ′, the problem is then to find a u(µ) ∈ X such that B(µ)u(µ) =
f(µ) in Y ′, or, in variational form
(2.2) b(u(µ), v;µ) = f(v;µ) ∀ v ∈ Y,
where f(v;µ) := 〈f(µ), v〉Y′×Y .
We assume that (2.2) is well-posed for all µ ∈ D, which is equivalent to the so-
called Necˇas condition on b(·, ·;µ), [23, 24], i.e., there exist inf-sup constants β(µ)
and a lower bound βLB such that
(2.3) β(µ) = inf
w∈X
sup
v∈Y
b(w, v;µ)
‖w‖X ‖v‖Y = infw∈Y supu∈X
b(w, v;µ)
‖w‖X ‖v‖Y ≥ βLB > 0
for all µ ∈ D.
Remark 2.1. (a) It is worth mentioning that (2.2) includes elliptic problems, where,
e.g., X = Y = H10 (Ω) (or other boundary conditions), b(·, ·;µ) being coercive
with constant α(µ) > 0, as well as parabolic initial value problems in space-time
formulation, i.e., with the Bochner spaces X = W0(0, T ;V ) := {u ∈ L2(0, T ;V ) :
ut ∈ L2(0, T ;V ′), u(0) = 0 ∈ H}, Y = L2(0, T ;V ), V = H10 (Ω), so that X $ Y,
and also time-periodic problems, see also Section 5 below.
(b) Instead of a space-time formulation for a parabolic initial value problem, one
could also use a standard time-stepping scheme. There are corresponding RBMs
available for such problems [14, 15]. In principle, our subsequent findings can be
extended also to those settings, but in order to keep notations simple, we restrict
ourselves to (2.2).
For later reference, we consider the residual, which is defined for any w ∈ X by
(2.4) rb(w;µ) := f(µ)− B(µ)w ∈ Y ′,
i.e., 〈rb(w;µ), v〉Y′×Y := f(v;µ)− b(w, v;µ), v ∈ Y. It is then straightforward and
well-known that
(2.5) β(µ) ‖u(µ)− w‖X ≤ ‖rb(w;µ)‖Y′ ≤ γ(µ) ‖u(µ)− w‖X .
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2.2. Some Basics on ‘Classical’ RBMs. Any numerical scheme for the solution
of (2.2) involves a discretization of X , Y. In a standard RB setting these finite-
dimensional discrete spaces, the so-called truth spaces, are denoted by XN ⊂ X ,
YN ⊂ Y.a Then, the following Petrov-Galerkin projection is considered:
(2.6) Find uN (µ) ∈ XN : b(uN (µ), v;µ) = f(v;µ) ∀ v ∈ YN ,
where inf-sup-stability is assumed, i.e.,
(2.7) βN (µ) := inf
wN∈XN
sup
vN∈Y N
b(wN , vN ;µ)
‖wN ‖X ‖vN ‖Y ≥ β˜ > 0,
with β˜ independent of N as N → ∞. Often, XN , YN are spanned by local basis
functions such as finite elements or wavelets and their dimension N = dim(XN ) =
dim(YN )b is usually large, so that solving (2.6) repeatedly for many different pa-
rameters would be too costly or realtime computations would be impossible.
Remark 2.2 (Fixed discretization). We stress that in the standard RB setting, the
spaces XN , YN are a-priorily fixed and are the same for all parameters µ ∈ D.
Moreover, it is assumed that the discretization error ‖u(µ)−uN (µ)‖X is negligibly
small for all µ ∈ D. Thus, typical RBMs view uN (µ) as ‘truth’, which means,
e.g., that all error estimates are typically w.r.t. uN (µ) and do not take u(µ) into
account. Just recently a first paper appeared introducing error bounds w.r.t. u(µ) in
a specific case of symmetric coercive problems, [34]. To the best of our knowledge,
the techniques in [34] are at least not immediately applicable to non-symmetric
Petrov-Galerkin-type problems (2.2) using adaptive discretizations.
The idea behind (standard) RBMs is the construction of low-dimensional spaces
XNN ⊂ XN , Y NN ⊂ YN (which may also be parameter-dependent, i.e., Y NN (µ),
see [26] and also our construction below), N  N ,c from so-called snapshots, i.e.,
solutions of (2.6) for selected parameters µ1, . . . , µN , i.e.,
(2.8) XNN := span{uN (µi), i = 1, . . . , N} =: span{ζNi , i = 1, . . . , N},
and Y NN := span{ηNi , i = 1, . . . , N} is such that the N -dimensional reduced problem
(2.9) Find uNN (µ) ∈ XNN : b(uNN (µ), v;µ) = f(v;µ) ∀ v ∈ Y NN
is stable as N → ∞. Stability in the discrete setting is ensured by the fulfillment
of a discrete inf-sup condition [2], i.e.,
(2.10) βNN (µ) := inf
wN∈XNN
sup
vN∈Y NN
b(wN , vN ;µ)
‖wN‖X ‖vN‖Y ≥ β¯ > 0,
with β¯ independent of N as N →∞. We abbreviate
(2.11) SN := {µ1, . . . , µN}
as the set of (sample) parameter values corresponding to the snapshots. The system
{ζNi , i = 1, . . . , N} may arise by orthonormalization of the snapshots.
aWe always use calligraphic symbols for high-(even ∞)-dimensional spaces.
bFor simplicity, we assume that trial and test spaces are of the same dimension. Otherwise,
one would need to use a least squares approach.
cLow-dimensional spaces are denoted by usual (non calligraphic) symbols.
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The inf-sup condition (2.3) gives rise to rigorous a posteriori error bounds, i.e.,
quantities ∆NN (µ) with
(2.12) ‖eNN (µ)‖X := ‖uN (µ)− uNN (µ)‖X ≤ ∆NN (µ) =
‖rNb (uN (µ);µ)‖Y′
βN (µ)
,
where rNb (uN (µ);µ) : YN → R is the ‘truth’ residual with respect to the reduced
solution, i.e.,
〈rNb (uN (µ);µ), v〉Y′oY := f(v;µ)− b(uN (µ), v;µ), ∀ v ∈ YN .
Note, that ∆NN (µ) can be computed online efficient, i.e., with cost independent
of N . In (2.12), βN (µ) denotes the inf-sup constant of b(·, ·;µ) w.r.t. the truth
spaces, i.e., (2.10) with XNN , Y
N
N replaced by XN , YN , respectively. We call this
RB-standard estimator residual-based. The involved dual norms ‖rNb (uN (µ);µ)‖Y′
are computed with the help of the Riesz representations. Using inf-sup-stability
and continuity yields – similar to (2.5) – that the error estimator and the error are
in fact equivalentd:
(2.13) ‖eNN (µ)‖X ≤ ∆NN (µ) ≤
γ(µ)
βN (µ)
‖eNN (µ)‖X .
Remark 2.3. (a) We point out (for later reference in §3.4 below) that uNN (µ) =
uN (µ) for all µ ∈ SN , i.e., snapshots are reproduced by the standard RBM. In
fact, we have Petrov-Galerkin orthogonality, i.e., b(uN (µ) − uNN (µ), vN ;µ) = 0 for
all vN ∈ Y NN . Since uN (µ) ∈ XNN for µ ∈ SN , we have that eNN (µ) = uN (µ) −
uNN (µ) ∈ XNN and then (2.10) yields β¯‖eNN (µ)‖X ≤ supvN∈Y NN
b(eNN (µ),vN ;µ)
‖vN‖Y = 0, i.e.,
uN (µ) = uNN (µ) for all µ ∈ SN .
(b) The latter argument gives also rise to a straightforward estimate for the
error w.r.t. the exact snapshot u(µ). In fact, for µ ∈ SN , triangle inequality yields
‖u(µ)− uNN (µ)‖X ≤ ‖u(µ)− uN (µ)‖X , i.e., reproduction of the exact snapshot up
to the tolerance of the truth approximation. Of course, this upper bound cannot
be evaluated a posteriori in an efficient way. 
2.3. Basis Construction via the Greedy Algorithm. The choice of the RB
basis functions ζNi , i = 1, . . . , N , i.e., the selection of the corresponding parameter
values µ1, . . . , µN , is often done using a Greedy algorithm: given µ1, . . . , µn, n < N ,
the next parameter value µn+1 is chosen as
µn+1 = arg max
µ∈Dtrain
∆Nn (µ),
where Dtrain ⊂ D is a finite training set. The key point for the efficiency of this ap-
proach is the fact that the greedy selection is done w.r.t. the error estimator (which
can be computed with cost independent of N ). Only for the chosen parameter
values µ1, . . . , µN the (expensive) truth has to be computed. The corresponding
algorithm is displayed in Algorithm 1. Note that this procedure is also called weak
Greedy training, in contrast to an (inefficient) strong Greedy, where the true error
‖eNN (µ)‖X is used in line 3. More precisely, if ‖eNN (µ)‖X ≤ γ∆NN for some γ > 0,
then Algorithm 1 is called γ-weak Greedy.
If Algorithm 1 stops with N < Nmax, then – by (2.13) – we have
max
µ∈Dtrain
‖eNN (µ)‖X ≤ max
µ∈Dtrain
∆NN (µ) < tol,
dOne can improve this estimate by using the continuity γN (µ) of b(·, ·;µ) on XN , YN .
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Algorithm 1 [XNN ] = Greedy[tol, Nmax, Dtrain]
1: S0 := ∅
2: for N = 1, . . . , Nmax do
3: Choose µN := argmaxµ∈Dtrain ∆
N
N−1(µ).
4: if ∆NN−1(µ
N ) < tol then return
5: SN := SN−1 ∪ {µN}.
6: Compute snapshot uN (µN ), update basis: XNN = X
N
N−1⊕ span{uN (µN )}.
7: N ← N + 1.
8: end for
which means that the worst case error w.r.t. the parameter can be well-controlled
provided that Dtrain represents the full D “sufficiently well”.
Remark 2.4. As an alternative to the Greedy algorithm one could determine µN
by nonlinear optimization, [5, 32].
2.4. Offline-online Decomposition. A crucial assumption for the efficiency of
the RBM (in particular the efficient computation of uNN (µ) and of ∆
N
N (µ)) is that
the bilinear form and the right-hand side are affine in the parameter, i.e.,
(2.14) b(u, v;µ) =
Qb∑
q=1
θ
(q)
b (µ) b
(q)(u, v), f(v;µ) =
Qf∑
q=1
θ
(q)
f (µ) f
(q)(v).
Techniques like the Empirical Interpolation Method (EIM) [3] can construct an
approximation of such an affine decomposition if assumption (2.14) is not met.
Affine forms as in (2.14) enable an efficient offline-online decomposition of the
calculations in the following sense: the parameter-independent components of the
linear system, namely B
(q)
N :=
[
b(q)(ζNi , ξ
N
j )
]
i,j=1,...,N
, q = 1, . . . , Qb, and f
(q)
N :=[
f (q)(ξNj )
]
j=1,...,N
, q = 1, . . . , Qf , can be precomputed (offline) so that the assembly
and solution of the reduced system BN (µ)uN (µ) = fN (µ) with
(2.15) BN (µ) :=
Qb∑
q=1
θ
(q)
b (µ) B
(q), fN (µ) :=
Qf∑
q=1
θ
(q)
f (µ) f
(q),
for a new parameter µ 6∈ SN then only involves N -dimensional matrix-vector
products and can be done online (with complexity independent of N ). Since
BN (µ) ∈ RN×N is usually densely populated, the linear system for the reduced
system to determine
uNN (µ) =
N∑
i=1
u
(i)
N (µ) ζ
N
i , uN (µ) = [u
(i)
N (µ)]i=1,...,N ,
can be solved with O(N3) operations – independent of N  N . Also the error
estimate can be computed online-efficient (independent of N ).
3. Adaptive Reduced Basis Generation
In this section, we describe those issues that arise when avoiding fixed truth
spaces XN and YN and using adaptive methods based upon the infinite-dimensional
spaces X and Y instead. We assume that we have the following routine SOLVE
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for the solution of a general operator equation Ax = b in Y ′, A : X → Y ′ being a
linear operator, at our disposal (not only for the specific operator B(µ) introduced
above). The approximation produced by SOLVE will be measured in terms of an
error quantity E(x, x˜) : X × X → R+, x, x˜ ∈ X , to be detailed later.
SOLVE: [A, b, ε] 7→ xε: Approximation of x := A−1b with E(x, xε) ≤ ε and in
optimal complexity in the sense of nonlinear approximation (see Theorem 4.1).
In Section 4, we detail one possibility to realize SOLVE by an Adaptive Wavelet
Galerkin Method (AWGM), but one could also use other schemes with the above
properties such as adaptive finite element methods, see, e.g., [24] for an overview.
3.1. Adaptive Snapshot Computation. With such an (adaptive) numerical
solver SOLVE at our disposal, we compute so-called ε-exact residual approxima-
tions uε(µ) of u(µ) ∈ X , such that
(3.1) E(u(µ), uε(µ)) ≤ ε(µ),
where the approximation tolerance ε(µ) depends on µ and will be specified later.
This means in particular that there is no common ‘truth’ space that all snapshots
belong to – but each approximation uε(µ) belongs to a space X εµ that is determined
adaptively (and whose dimension N (µ, ε) is ‘large’ from an RB point of view, but
minimal in an adaptive approximation theory sense). The lack of common truth
spaces for all parameters necessitates a re-interpretation of some RB ingredients
which we will describe now. The reduced space is now spanned by approximate
snapshots computed during the offline training phase, i.e.,
(3.2) XεN := span{ζεi , i = 1, . . . , N}, ζεi := uε(µi) (or by orthogonalization)
and the reduced solution uεN (µ) ∈ XεN is the Petrov-Galerkin projection onto this
space and the corresponding reduced inf-sup-stable, possibly parameter-dependent
test space Y εN (µ) in the sense that
inf
wN∈XεN
sup
vN∈Y εN (µ)
b(wN , vN ;µ)
‖wN‖X ‖vN‖Y ≥ βN (µ) ≥ βLB > 0, ∀µ ∈ D.
Note, however, that the value of βN (µ) has to be expected to vary significantly
with µ ∈ D. The adaptive setting now also allows us to estimate the error with
respect to the exact solution in X , i.e.,
(3.3) eεN (µ) := u(µ)− uεN (µ),
and not (only) the error w.r.t. a fixed and a priori given truth discretization. In
fact, using standard arguments yields a residual-based estimate analogous to (2.12)
(3.4) β(µ) ‖eεN (µ)‖X ≤ Rεb,N (µ) ≤ γ(µ)‖eεN (µ)‖X ,
where Rεb,N (µ) := ‖rb(uεN (µ);µ)‖Y′ defined by (2.4). This means that
(3.5) ∆εN (µ) :=
Rεb,N (µ)
β(µ)e
is a surrogate for the true error ‖eεN (µ)‖X . Note, however, that the computa-
tion of the residual and its dual norm Rεb,N (µ) requires the solution of an infinite-
dimensional problem on Y.
eNote, that here in fact, we have β(µ) and not some reduced system analogue βN (µ).
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Remark 3.1. The above formulated adaptive framework can also be interpreted as
using different finite element meshes for different µ ∈ D in the snapshot generation.
3.2. Approximate Error Estimates. In order to obtain a computationally fea-
sible numerical method, we need a computable error estimator, recalling that in the
infinite-dimensional setting neither the error eεN (µ) nor the (dual norm of the) resid-
ual Rεb,N (µ) (and hence also the error estimator ∆
ε
N (µ) in (3.5)) are computable.
We shall assume that a surrogate ∆
ε
N (µ) is available (and computable) such that
(3.6) c∆ ∆
ε
N (µ) ≤ ∆
ε
N (µ) ≤ C∆ ∆εN (µ).
Of course, we have to expect that the complexity for the computation of ∆
ε
N (µ)
will grow as c∆, C∆ → 1. By (3.4), this readily implies
(3.7) ‖eεN (µ)‖X ≤
1
c∆
∆
ε
N (µ) ≤
C∆
c∆
γ(µ)
β(µ)
‖eεN (µ)‖X .
3.3. Adaptive Greedy Algorithm. Now we have all ingredients at hand to for-
mulate a fully adaptive version of the Greedy algorithm in Algorithm 2. The
adaptive computations take place in line 3 concerning the error estimator and in
line 6 for the snapshot.
Algorithm 2 [XεN ] = AdaptGreedy[t˜ol, Nmax, ε, Dtrain]
1: S0 := ∅
2: for N = 1, . . . , Nmax do
3: Choose µN := argmaxµ∈Dtrain ∆
ε
N−1(µ).
4: if ∆
ε
N−1(µ
N ) < c∆ t˜ol then return
5: SN := SN−1 ∪ {µN}.
6: Compute snapshot uε(µN ) with (3.1).
7: Update reduced basis: XεN = X
ε
N−1⊕ span{uε(µN )}.
8: N ← N + 1.
9: end for
It seems natural that the tolerances ε(µ) > 0 bound the reduction error eεN (µ) =
u(µ) − uεN (µ) from below in the sense that the error cannot be smaller than the
accuracy of the snapshot approximations. A result from [4] shows that this can
lead to a stalling of the Greedy training at a certain level. As usual, the benchmark
for the Greedy algorithm is the Kolmogorov n-width for some Σ ⊂ X , i.e.,
dn(Σ) := inf
dim(Xn)=n
sup
f∈Σ
min
g∈Xn
‖f − g‖X .
Theorem 3.2 ([4]). Let M(µ) := {u(µ) : µ ∈ D} be compact and suppose that
d0(M(µ)) ≤M , dn(M(µ)) ≤Mn−θ for some M , θ > 0. Then, the approximation
XεN = AdaptGreedy[t˜ol, Nmax, ε, D] satisfies
sup
σ∈M(µ)
min
g∈XεN
‖σ − g‖X ≤ C(θ, %) max{Mn−θ, εUB}, % := c∆
C∆
βLB
γUB
with εUB := supµ∈D ε(µ), βLB from (2.3) and γUB from (2.1). 
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This result tells us that the RB Greedy training converges quasi-optimally com-
pared to the Kolmogorov n-width until an ε-dependent error level is reached. How-
ever, a closer look also shows why this result is not completely satisfying in the
framework considered here:
• We face problems, where the dependency of all parameter-dependent quantities
from the parameter is potentially strong (otherwise adaptivity is not justified).
Thus, β(µ) and γ(µ) will strongly vary w.r.t. the choice of µ. This, however, will
cause the problem that the constant % is overly pessimistic.
• The appearance of εUB seems to indicate that it does not pay off to compute
snapshots with different accuracies, since at the end the poorest accuracy de-
termines the overall quality. Again, for strong parameter influences, this is not
appropriate, as we have also seen in various numerical experiments, e.g., [29].
We conclude that a more refined error analysis is required.
3.4. (Non-)Reproduction of Snapshots. As we have pointed out in Remark
2.3, on a fixed truth discretization we have that ∆NN (µ) = 0 (up to numerical
influences) for all µ ∈ SN , i.e., the error bound vanishes on the set of snapshot
parameters, as all snapshots uN (µ) ∈ XN , µ ∈ SN , can be reconstructed exactly
from the basis functions and the Riesz representation for the error estimator is only
based upon XN , YN . As we will explain now this is not the case in the adaptive
framework. The reason is that the approximate snapshot uε(µ) is in X εµ but for the
RB-approximation for the same parameter µ ∈ SN , we have that uεN (µ) 6∈ X εµ . In
fact, we only have
(3.8) uεN (µ) ∈
⊕
µ˜∈SN
X εµ˜ =: X ε,SN .
Hence, the argument using Petrov-Galerkin orthogonality as in Remark 2.3 fails.
In fact, note that eεN (µ) = u(µ) − uεN (µ) is the error w.r.t. the unknown solution
u(µ), whereas eNN (µ) = u
N (µ) − uNN (µ) involves the ‘truth’ solution, which is in
principle computable (up to numerical precision). This is important since in the
‘classical’ case uN (µ) is used as a snapshot, whereas in the adaptive setting u(µ)
cannot be computed and has to be replaced by an approximation uε(µ). Hence,
b(uε(µ) − uεN (µ), vεN ;µ) will in general not vanish! This means that – as opposed
to the ‘classical’ RBM – snapshots are not reproduced in the adaptive setting.
Reproduction of RB basis functions is not a consequence of the fact that the RB
spaces are spanned by snapshots as RB basis functions, but a consequence of the
Petrov-Galerkin orthogonality.
Of course, one could use X ε,SN defined in (3.8) as a joint common truth space
as done, e.g., in [35]. However, if the discretizations for various µ are significantly
different, this would be by far too costly, in particular because already computed
snapshots would have to be updated to the new truth space in each iteration.
Hence, we face a reproduction error, which will be investigated below in more
detail depending on the choice of the error measure E(·, ·).
3.5. Greedy convergence. In [29], it was observed that snapshots might be mul-
tiply selected within the Greedy process. By suitably choosing the error measure
E(·, ·) and the snapshot tolerance ε(µ) in (3.1), we are now able to prove that the
Greedy scheme with adaptive snapshot computation and an appropriate surrogate
for the residual-based error estimator in Algorithm 2 in fact converges.
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Proposition 3.3. Let t˜ol > 0 be a given Greedy tolerance. Moreover, we assume
the following relation
(3.9) ∆
ε
n(µ
i) ≤ C(µi) E(u(µi), ζεi ), µi ∈ SN , ζεi := uε(µi)
for some C(µi) > 0. Then, by setting in (3.1)
(3.10) ε(µ) := t˜ol
c∆
C(µ)
,
we have: if Algorithm 2 terminates for some N < Nmax, we get
(3.11) max
µ∈Dtrain
‖eεN (µ)‖X < t˜ol.
In particular, if multiple selection of snapshots occurs, i.e., if µn+1 ∈ Sn, then
∆
ε
n(µ
n+1) < c∆ t˜ol and Algorithm 2 terminates in line 4 ensuring (3.11).
Remark 3.4. Obviously, (3.9) means that the error measure E(·, ·) must be a rigor-
ous upper bound for the surrogate of the residual-based error estimator ∆
ε
n – at least
for the snapshot samples. Hence, (3.9) relates the RB-error for µi ∈ SN with the
snapshot accuracy. Since adaptivity is particularly useful for strongly parameter-
dependent problems, we will investigate how to choose E(·, ·) in order to make C(µ)
potentially small, in particular as weakly parameter-sensitive as possible.
Proof. If µn+1 ∈ Sn, then by line 3 in Algorithm 2, we have that ∆εn(µ) ≤ ∆
ε
n(µ
n+1)
for all µ ∈ Dtrain and that there exists some 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that µn+1 = µi. Then,
by (3.7)
max
µ∈Dtrain
‖eεn(µ)‖X ≤
1
c∆
max
µ∈Dtrain
∆
ε
n(µ) =
1
c∆
∆
ε
n(µ
n+1)
=
1
c∆
∆
ε
n(µ
i) ≤ C(µ
i)
c∆
E(u(µi), uε(µi)) ≤ C(µ
i)
c∆
ε(µi) ≤ t˜ol,
where we used (3.1) and the choice of ε(µ) in (3.10). 
3.6. Choice of error measure. We will now investigate various choices of E(·, ·).
3.6.1. The True Error. We start by considering the case E(x, x˜) := ‖x − x˜‖X . In
this case, we can investigate the reproduction error further.
Proposition 3.5. Let b(·, ·;µ) : X × Y → R be inf-sup stable on XεN × Y εN with
inf-sup constant βN (µ). Moreover, consider the case E(x, x˜) := ‖x − x˜‖X for the
error measure in (3.1). Then for all µi ∈ SN , we have
E(u(µi), uεN (µi)) = ‖u(µi)− uεN (µi)‖X ≤
γ(µi)
β(µi)
ε(µi),(3.12a)
E(ζεi , uεN (µi)) = ‖ζεi − uεN (µi)‖X ≤
γ(µi)
βN (µi)
ε(µi), ζεi = u
ε(µi),(3.12b)
where ε(µi) denotes the accuracy of snapshot uε(µi) in (3.1) and βN (µ) denotes
the inf-sup-constant of b(·, ·;µ) on the reduced spaces XεN ⊂ X , Y εN ⊂ Y.
Proof. Let µi ∈ SN . As XεN ⊂ X , Y εN ⊂ Y, we have Petrov-Galerkin orthog-
onality w.r.t. the exact solution, i.e., b(u(µ) − uεN (µ), vN ;µ) = 0 for all vN ∈
Y εN . This implies the quasi-best approximation property ‖u(µ) − uεN (µ)‖X ≤
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γ(µ)
β(µ) infwN∈XεN ‖u(µ) − wN‖X , [33, Thm. 2].f As snapshots ζεi = uε(µi), µi ∈ SN ,
are in XεN , the first inequality (3.12a) follows with infwN∈XεN ‖u(µ) − wN‖X ≤
‖u(µ)− ζεi ‖X = E(u(µ), uε(µi)) ≤ ε(µi) from (3.1).
Moreover, we have by choosing uN = ζ
ε
i − uεN (µi) ∈ XεN and using Petrov-
Galerkin orthogonality
βN (µ
i) ≤ inf
uN∈XεN
sup
vN∈Y εN
b(uN , vN ;µ
i)
‖uN‖X ‖vN‖Y ≤ supvN∈Y εN
b(ζεi − uεN (µi), vN ;µi)
‖ζεi − uεN (µi)‖X ‖vN‖Y
= sup
vN∈Y εN
b(ζεi − u(µi) + u(µi)− uεN (µi), vN ;µi)
‖ζεi − uεN (µi)‖X ‖vN‖Y
= sup
vN∈Y εN
b(ζεi − u(µi), vN ;µi)
‖ζεi − uεN (µi)‖X ‖vN‖Y
≤ γ(µ
i) ε(µi)
‖ζεi − uεN (µi)‖X
,
using continuity in the last step. 
Corollary 3.6. In the case E(x, x˜) := ‖x− x˜‖X assumption (3.9) holds with
(3.13) C(µ) := C∆
γ(µ)2
β(µ)2
.
Proof. From (3.7) and (3.12a) we get
∆
ε
n(µ
i) ≤ C∆ γ(µ
i)
β(µi)
‖eεn(µi)‖X = C∆
γ(µi)
β(µi)
‖u(µi)− uεn(µi)‖X
≤ C∆ γ(µ
i)2
β(µi)2
ε(µi),
which proves the claim. 
The elliptic case. One might already guess that the factor γ(µ)
2
β(µ)2 in (3.13) is both
overly pessimistic in many cases and computationally demanding since this factor
controls the accuracy of the snapshots (in the X -norm). As we shall see now, this
situation can be improved for the elliptic case, i.e., X = Y and b(·, ·;µ) ≡ a(·, ·;µ)
being symmetric and coercive with coercivity constant α(µ). In this case, we may
consider the energy norm
‖w‖µ :=
√
a(w,w, ;µ), w ∈ X , µ ∈ D,
which is equivalent to ‖ · ‖X , i.e., α(µ)1/2‖w‖X ≤ ‖w‖µ ≤ γ(µ)1/2‖w‖X . The
induced dual norm reads
‖g‖(µ)′ := sup
v∈X
g(v)
‖v‖µ , g ∈ X
′,
so that γ(µ)−1/2‖g‖X ′ ≤ ‖g‖(µ)′ ≤ α(µ)−1/2‖g‖X . Then, for A(µ) : X → X ′ de-
fined as 〈A(µ)w, v〉X ′×X := a(w, v;µ), v, w ∈ X , it is easy to see that ‖A(µ)v‖2(µ)′ =
a(v, v;µ), so that
(3.14) ‖u(µ)− uεN (µ)‖µ ≤ ‖u(µ)− vN‖µ for all vN ∈ XN .
The reason is that the RB solution uεN (µ) is the Galerkin projection of u(µ) onto
XN and a reasoning as in the standard proof of Ce´a’s lemma shows (3.14).
fThe original result due to Babusˇka and Aziz (1972) contains the factor 1 + γ(µ)(β(µ))−1. It
was shown in [33, Thm. 2] that the ‘1+’ can be removed.
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Proposition 3.7. Let a(·, ·;µ) be symmetric and coercive on X with coercivity
constant α(µ). In the case E(x, x˜) := ‖x− x˜‖X , assumption (3.9) holds with
(3.15) C(µ) := C∆
γ(µ)3/2
α(µ)3/2
.
Proof. By (3.7) and denoting the residual as ra(v;µ) := f(µ)−A(µ)v ∈ X ′ for any
v ∈ X , we get
∆
ε
n(µ
i) ≤ C∆ ∆εn(µi) = C∆
1
α(µi)
‖rεn(µi)‖X ′ ≤ C∆
√
γ(µi)
α(µi)
‖rεn(µi)‖(µi)′
= C∆
√
γ(µi)
α(µi)
√
a(u(µi)− uεn(µi), u(µi)− uεn(µi);µi)
= C∆
√
γ(µi)
α(µi)
‖u(µi)− uεn(µi)‖µi
≤ C∆
√
γ(µi)
α(µi)
‖u(µi)− uε(µi)‖µi = C∆
√
γ(µi)
α(µi)
‖ra(uε(µi);µi)‖(µi)′(3.16)
≤ C∆
√
γ(µi)
α(µi)3/2
‖ra(uε(µi);µi)‖X ′(3.17)
≤ C∆
(γ(µi)
α(µi)
)3/2
‖u(µi)− uε(µi)‖X = C∆
(γ(µi)
α(µi)
)3/2
E(u(µi), uε(µi)),
where (3.16) follows from (3.14) by choosing vN = u
ε(µi) ∈ Xn, i.e., the approxi-
mate snapshot. 
Remark 3.8. Obviously, (3.15) improves upon (3.13) by a multiplicative factor of√
α(µ)
γ(µ) (and α(µ) may also be larger than β(µ)).
3.6.2. The Residual. We can further improve the above estimates if we choose a
different error measure E(·, ·) in (3.1) for approximating the snapshots, namely the
residual, i.e., in the elliptic case A(µ) : X → X ′,
E(u(µ), uε(µ)) := ‖ra(uε(µ);µ)‖X ′ = ‖A(µ)(u(µ)− uε(µ))‖X ′ .
Since ‖ra(uε(µ);µ)‖X ′ ≤ γ(µ) ‖u(µ) − uε(µ)‖X , the snapshot accuracy can imme-
diately be relaxed by another factor of γ(µ), which might be significant in some
applications.
Corollary 3.9. Let a(·, ·;µ) be symmetric and coercive on X . In the case E(x, x˜) :=
‖A(µ)(x− x˜)‖X ′ assumption (3.9) holds with
(3.18) C(µ) := C∆
γ(µ)1/2
α(µ)3/2
.
Proof. Until (3.17), we follow the proof of Proposition 3.7, i.e,
∆
ε
n(µ
i) ≤ C∆ γ(µ
i)1/2
α(µi)3/2
‖ra(uε(µi);µi)‖X ′ = C∆ γ(µ
i)1/2
α(µi)3/2
E(u(µi), ζεi ),
which proves the claim. 
Note, that the improvement of (3.18) over (3.15) or (3.13) is stronger than at a
first glance. In fact, the use of residual instead of the norm of the error incorporates
another factor of α(µ).
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However, we can significantly improve the above estimates when we follow the
lines of Appendix A. We consider the normal equation operator operator A(µ) :=
B+(µ)B(µ) as in Proposition A.3. Then, ζεi := uε(µi) is computed as an approx-
imation of A(µi)u(µi) = B+(µi) f(µi) =: g(µi) in X ′. The RB-space is again
defined as XεN := span{uε(µi) : µi ∈ SN}. The RB-approximation uεN (µ) ∈ XεN is
then computed as the Galerkin approximation w.r.t. the infinite-dimensional nor-
mal equation operator A(µ), i.e.,
(3.19) uεN (µ) ∈ XεN : 〈A(µ)uεN (µ), vN 〉X ′×X = 〈g(µ), vN 〉X ′×X , ∀vN ∈ XεN .
As shown in Proposition A.6, this is equivalent to the discrete Petrov-Galerkin
problem on XεN and Y
ε
N (µ) := R′Y B(µ)(XεN ), where R′Y is the adjoint of the Riesz
operator RY : Y ′ → Y defined in Definition A.1, i.e., uεN (µ) can efficiently be
computed as
(3.20) uεN (µ) ∈ XεN : b(uεN (µ), wN ;µ) = 〈f(µ), wN 〉Y′×Y , ∀wN ∈ Y εN (µ).
This means that we have a parameter-dependent test space, which – however – can
be computed online-efficient thanks to the affine decomposition of the bilinear form
b(·, ·;µ) w.r.t. the parameter µ in (2.14). In fact, in the offline stage, we compute
(3.21) (ηεi,q, z)Y = b
(q)(ζεi , z) ∀z ∈ Y, 1 ≤ q ≤ Qb, 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
independent of the parameter, where ζεi again denote the RB-basis functions of X
ε
N .
Since the test functions z ∈ Y are chosen in the infinite-dimensional space Y, (3.21)
amounts to N Qb adaptive solves using SOLVE w.r.t. to the Gramian operator of
the Hilbert space Y.
In the online stage, for a given parameter µ ∈ D (which is not a snapshot), we
set ηεi (µ) :=
∑Qb
q=1 θ
(q)
b (µ) η
ε
i,q, define
(3.22) Y εN (µ) := span{ηεi (µ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N}
and determine uεN (µ) ∈ XεN by solving b(uεN (µ), vN ;µ) = f(vN ;µ) for vN ∈ Y εN (µ).
This shows that we have an efficient online-offline separation as in the ‘classical’
RB-case. It is readily seen that this choice, which is an ∞-dimensional adaptive
analogue of the use of supremizers in the truth spaces, see [26], is inf-sup-stable
independent of N :
Proposition 3.10. For Y εN (µ) := R′Y B(µ)(XεN ), we have
inf
uεN∈XεN
sup
vεN (µ)∈Y εN (µ)
b(uεN , v
ε
N ;µ)
‖uεN‖X ‖vεN‖Y
≥ β(µ) > 0
independent of N .
Proof. Let uεN ∈ XεN be arbitrary. Since Y εN (µ) := R′Y B(µ)(XεN ), there exists a
unique yεN (µ) ∈ Y εN (µ) such that (yεN (µ), z)Y = b(uεN , z;µ) for all z ∈ Y. Using the
inf-sup-stability of b(·, ·;µ) yields
β(µ)‖uεN‖X ≤ sup
z∈Y
b(uεN , z;µ)
‖z‖Y = supz∈Y
(yεN (µ), z)Y
‖z‖Y = ‖y
ε
N (µ)‖Y .
Hence,
sup
vεN (µ)∈Y εN (µ)
b(uεN , v
ε
N ;µ)
‖vεN‖Y
≥ b(u
ε
N , y
ε
N (µ);µ)
‖yεN (µ)‖Y
= ‖yεN (µ)‖Y ≥ β(µ)‖uεN‖X ,
which proves our claim. 
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This setting has also an important consequence for the error estimation. Since
the RB-solution uεN (µ) is an approximate solution of the normal equations (3.19)
in XεN (even though computed as Petrov-Galerkin projection (3.20)), Proposition
A.4 implies
‖B(µi)(u(µi)− uεN (µi))‖Y′ = inf
vN∈XεN
‖B(µi)(u(µi)− vN )‖Y′ ,
in particular – since ζεi ∈ XεN –
E(u(µi), uεN (µi)) = ‖B(µi)(u(µi)− uεN (µi))‖Y′
≤ ‖B(µi)(u(µi)− ζεi )‖Y′ = E(u(µi), ζεi ).
Proposition 3.11. Let E(x, x˜) := ‖B(µ)(x − x˜)‖X ′ and assume that the RB-
solutions are computed via the normal equations (3.20). Then, (3.9) holds with
(3.23) C(µi) :=
C∆
β(µi)
.
Proof. By (3.6), we have
∆
ε
N (µ) ≤ C∆ ∆εN (µ) = C∆
‖rεb,N (µ)‖Y′
β(µ)
= C∆
‖B(µ)(u(µ)− uεN (µ))‖Y′
β(µ)
.
For µ = µi ∈ SN , we get
∆
ε
N (µ
i) ≤ C∆ E(u(µ
i), uεN (µ
i))
β(µi)
≤ C∆
β(µi)
E(u(µi), ζεi ),
which proves the claim. 
Remark 3.12. Obviously, the above estimate significantly improves the previous
ones. It also holds in the elliptic case with β(µi) replaced by the coercivity constant
α(µi).
We summarize our findings.
Theorem 3.13. Let t˜ol > 0 be a given Greedy tolerance, set E(x, x˜) := ‖B(µ)(x−
x˜)‖X ′ as the error measure in (3.1) for the error estimator and assume that the
RB-approximations are computed as Petrov-Galerkin solution in (3.20). Then, by
setting
(3.24) ε(µ) := t˜ol
c∆
C∆
β(µ),
we have: if Algorithm 2 terminates for some N < Nmax, we get the estimate
maxµ∈Dtrain ‖eεN (µ)‖X < t˜ol. In particular, if multiple selection of snapshots occurs,
Algorithm 2 terminates in line 4. 
3.6.3. The Normal Equation Residual. If the adaptive algorithm for computing
approximate snapshots uses the residual of the normal equation
rA(w;µ) := g(µ)−A(µ)w = B+(µ)(f(µ)− B(µ)w) =: B+(µ) rb(w;µ) ∈ X ′,
i.e., E(u(µ), uε(µ)) := ‖rA(uε(µ);µ)‖X ′ as stopping criterium, we can easily refor-
mulate the above results. In fact, since
‖eεN (µ)‖X ≤
1
β(µ)2
‖rA(uεN (µ);µ)‖X ′ =: ∆εA,N (µ),
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which is an easy consequence of the fact that A(µ) is coercive with coercivity
constant β(µ)2. In a similar way, we define a surrogate ∆
ε
A,N (µ). Finally, for µ
i ∈
SN , we have by Proposition A.4 the relation ‖rA(uεN (µi);µi)‖X ′ ≤ ‖rA(ζiε;µi)‖X ′ ,
so that
ε(µ) = t˜ol
c∆
C∆
β(µ)2
is the appropriate choice for the snapshot tolerance in this case, i.e., one gets another
multiplicative factor of β(µ).
4. Adaptive Wavelet Galerkin Methods (AWGMs)
To obtain an adaptive approximation for the snapshots uN (µ) as well as the
error estimators ∆NN (µ) we employ adaptive wavelet Galerkin methods (AWGMs)
that have first been introduced in [8, 9] for stationary problems and extended to
space-time variational parabolic problems in [28]. We will also use wavelet methods
to construct a computable approximate error estimator ∆
ε
N (µ) as in §3.2, (3.6).
For the AWGM, we used multitree-based versions developed in [18, 19, 20, 21],
which we briefly review. Let A : X → Y ′ be a linear differential (or integral)
operator which may or may not depend on µ ∈ D. Given some b ∈ Y ′, we look for
x ∈ X such that
(4.1) Ax = b in Y ′.
4.1. Equivalent Bi-infinite Matrix-Vector Problem. Variational equations of
the form (4.1) can be reformulated as equivalent `2-problems by considering Riesz
bases of the Hilbert spaces X , Y. We call Υ := {γi : i ∈ N} ⊂ Z a Riesz basis for a
separable Hilbert space Z if its linear span is dense in Z and if there exist c,C > 0
such that
(4.2) c‖v‖2`2(N) ≤ ‖v‖2Z ≤ C‖v‖2`2(N) ∀v = (vi)i∈N ∈ `2(N), v =
∞∑
i=1
viγi.
For X , Y, we denote these Riesz wavelet bases by
(4.3) pΨX := { pψXλ : λ ∈ pJ } ⊂ X , qΨY := { qψYλ : λ ∈ qJ } ⊂ Y,
for countable index sets pJ , qJ . Such bases can be constructed by first building
univariate wavelet bases Ψ = {ψλ : λ ∈ J } for L2(0, 1) that are sufficiently smooth
to constitute (after a proper normalization) also Riesz bases for a whole range of
Sobolev spaces Hs(0, 1), s ∈ (−γ˜, γ), where γ, γ˜ > 0 depend on the choice of the
wavelets, cf. [31]. Typically the index takes the form λ = (j, k), where |λ| := j
denotes the level (e.g., | supp ψλ| ∼ 2−|λ|) and k the location in (0, 1), e.g., the
center of its support. We consider piecewise polynomial wavelets of order d (degree
plus one). Wavelets are oscillating (“small waves”) which is reflected by their degree
m of vanishing moments, i.e.,
∫ 1
0
xrψλ(x) dx = 0 for all |λ| > 0 and all 0 ≤ r ≤ m−1,
where |λ| = 0 denotes the coarsest level, 0 = minλ∈J |λ|. Those functions are no
‘true’ wavelets but, e.g., splines (scaling functions). The above mentioned constants
γ and γ˜ are determined by d, m and d˜, m˜, which are the corresponding parameters
of the dual wavelet basis ψ˜ = {ψ˜λ : λ ∈ J } with
∫ 1
0
ψλ(x) ψ˜λ(x) dx = δλ,λ˜ for all
λ, λ˜ ∈ J with |λ|, |λ˜| > 0.
Tensorization of the univariate functions then allows for appropriate bases in
higher dimensions as well as for a vast range of Bochner spaces arising in the
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formulation of parabolic PDEs, see, e.g., [28]. Constructions for more complicated
domains Ω are also available.
Then, we equivalently formulate (4.1) as the discrete, but infinite-dimensional
equation
(4.4) Find x ∈ `2( pJ ) : Ax = b, b ∈ `2( qJ ),
where A := 〈 qΨY ,A[ pΨX ]〉, b = [b( qψYλ )]λ∈ qJ and x are the coefficients of the
(unique) expansion x = x> pΨX .
4.2. Adaptive Methods and Nonlinear Approximation. In order to approx-
imately solve the infinite-dimensional equation (4.4), AWGMs iteratively construct
a sequence of nested finite index sets (pΛk)k ⊂ pJ , (qΛk)k ⊂ qJ , to which (4.4) is
restricted. Considering (just for ease of presentation) a linear self-adjoint operator
A : X → X and pΨ = pΨX = qΨY , in each iteration the finite-dimensional problem
(4.5) Find x pΛk ∈ `2(pΛk) : pΛkApΛk x pΛk = b pΛk , b pΛk ∈ `2(pΛk),
is solved, where for Λ ⊂ J , vΛ := v|Λ denotes the restriction of v ∈ `2(J ) to `2(Λ)
and ΛAΛ := (AEΛ)|Λ with trivial embedding E : `2(Λ)→ `2(J ) the restriction of
A in both rows and columns.
The extension of Λk to Λk+1 is then based on the residual r
k := b−AxΛk and
its norm ‖rk‖`2(J ) which forms an equivalent error estimator, since
(4.6) ‖A‖−1‖rk‖`2( pJ ) ≤ ‖x− x pΛk‖`2( pJ ) ≤ ‖A−1‖‖rk‖`2( pJ ).
Note that rk is supported on the infinite-dimensional set pJ even if xΛk is finitely
supported. Hence we have to use appropriate approximation methods for the resid-
ual evaluation in order to arrive at an implementable AGWM, see §4.3 below.
The next index set is obtained by a so-called bulk-chasing : choose Λk+1 ⊃ Λk as
the smallest index set such that ‖rkΛk+1‖`2(Λk+1) ≥ c‖rk‖`2(J ) for some 0 < c < 1.
This implies that the indices of the largest residual coefficients are added to Λk and
the adaptive index set is steered into the direction of the largest error.
Under appropriate assumptions on the exactness and computational cost of the
solution of (4.5), the approximation of rk and the implementation of the bulk
chasing process, a quasi-optimality result is known. In order to formulate it, we
introduce the nonlinear approximation class (recall that pΨ is a Riesz basis)
(4.7) As :=
{
v ∈ `2( pJ ) :‖v‖As :=sup
ε>0
ε·[min{N ∈ N0 :‖v−vN ‖`2( pJ ) ≤ ε}]s<∞}
with vN being the best N -term approximation on v, consisting of the N largest
coefficients in modulus of v.
Theorem 4.1 (cf. [13, 30]). There exist implementable routines and parameters
such that the (approximate) computations of x pΛk , rk and pΛk+1 can be performed
with controllable tolerances and computational cost: if the AWGM is terminated
when ‖rkpΛk‖`2( pΛk) ≤ ε/‖A−1‖, the output xε := x pΛk satisfies ‖x−xε‖`2( pJ ) ≤ ε. If,
moreover, x ∈ As for some s > 0, it holds for Nk := #pΛk that
(4.8) ‖x− xε‖`2( pJ ) ≤ C ‖x‖1/sAs N−sk , # supp xε ≤ C ε−1/s‖x‖1/sAs .
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If s is small enough, the computation of xε can be realized with a computational cost
that is bounded by an absolute multiple of ε−1/s‖x‖1/sAs , i.e., linear complexity.g 
Theorem 4.1 states that AWGMs are quasi-optimal in the sense that the optimal
convergence rate for best N -term approximations of x can be realized up to some
constant within linear computational complexity. These techniques can be extended
to problems that are neither symmetric nor positive-definite by considering the
normal equations A>Ax = A>b. This includes Petrov-Galerkin problems as they
arise, e.g., in space-time formulations of parabolic PDEs, even if the wavelet basespΨX , qΨY for X and Y differ not only in scaling but are even obtained from different
sets of wavelets [7, 19].
4.3. Multitree-based Implementations. Several different implementations of
quasi-optimal AWGMs have been proposed. The algorithms in [8, 9] use a thresh-
olding step in order to retrieve the optimal computational complexity in Theorem
4.1, which in the case of [9] is combined with an inexact Richardson iteration on
the infinite-dimensional equation (4.4). In [13] a residual approximation method is
employed that does not require thresholding and can thus be proven to be more effi-
cient. However, like the afore-mentioned algorithms it relies on the application of a
so-called APPLY routine in order to approximate the arising infinite-dimensional
matrix-vector products Av ∈ `2( pJ ). Such routines are based on wavelet compres-
sion schemes, require certain characteristics of the wavelet bases as well as com-
pressibility results for the operator A and are in general quantitatively demanding.
For these reasons, we employ multitree-based matrix-vector product evaluations
in the solution of (4.5) and the approximation of the residual rk, as proposed in
[20, 21]. That is, we restrict the index sets pΛk to multitrees in the sense of the
following definition.
Definition 4.2. (i) For a univariate uniformly local, piecewise polynomial wavelet
basis Ψ = {ψλ : λ ∈ J }, a set Λ ⊂ J is called a tree if for any λ ∈ Λ with |λ| > 0
it holds that supp ψλ ⊂
⋃
µ∈Λ;|µ|=λ−1 supp ψµ. (ii) An index set Λ ∈ J belonging
to a tensor product wavelet basis Ψ = {ψλ : λ ∈ J } is called a multitree if for all
i ∈ {0, . . . , n} and all indices µj ∈ J (j) for j 6= i, the index set
(4.9) Λ(i) := {λi ∈ J (i) : (µ0, . . . , µi−1, λi, µi+1, . . . , µn) ∈ Λ} ⊂ J (i)
is either the empty set or a tree. 
The restriction to such index sets preserves the quasi-optimality of the AWGM
[20] in the constrained approximation class Asmtree defined w.r.t. ‖v‖Asmtree :=
supε>0 ε ·
[
min{N ∈ N0 : ‖v − vN ‖`2( pJ ) ≤ ε ∧ supp vN is a multitree}]s and al-
lows a computationally very efficient evaluation of finite-dimensional matrix-vector
products:
Theorem 4.3 ([21, Theorem 3.1]). Let A be a linear differential operator with
polynomial coefficients and let pΛ ⊂ pJ , qΛ ∈ qJ be multitrees. Then, for any v pΛ ∈
`2(pΛ), the product qΛA pΛ v pΛ can be computed in O(#pΛ + #qΛ) operations.
Moreover, we obtain the following approximation result for the residual:
gThis notion means that the solution can be computed with cost which is in the order of the
number of unknowns, recall the second estimate in (4.8).
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Theorem 4.4 ([20]). Let 0 < ω < 1, let A be a differential operator with polynomial
coefficients and let x ∈ Asmtree for some s > 0. Then, for all finite multitreespΛ ⊂ pJ and all w pΛ ∈ `2(pΛ), there exists a multitree qΞ = qΞ(pΛ, ω) ⊂ qJ such that
for r := bqΞ − qΞA pΛw pΛ it holds that #qΞ ≤ C #pΛ + ‖r‖−1/s`2( qJ ) and
(4.10) ‖(b−Aw pΛ)− r‖`2( qJ ) ≤ ω‖r‖`2( qJ ).
Thus, the computational cost for the residual approximation is of the order
O(#pΛ+‖r‖−1/s
`2( qJ )) if the right hand side coefficients bqΞ can be computed efficiently.
Explicit constructions of qΞ are discussed in [20] and [19], where the multitree-based
AWGM is extended to the normal equations. In particular, such AWGM satisfies
the conditions posed for the routine SOLVE in Section 3. We used AWGM for all
adaptive computations (snapshots, supremizers, error estimates).
4.4. Wavelet-based adaptive residual RB-error estimate. Recall from (3.5)
the definition of the error estimator,
∆εN (µ) =
Rεb,N (µ)
β(µ)
=
‖rεb,N (µ)‖Y′
β(µ)
=
‖f(µ)− B(µ)uεN (µ)‖Y′
β(µ)
,
where f(µ) := f(·;µ) ∈ Y ′ and B(µ) : X → Y ′ is defined as in §2.1. If we assume
that an efficiently computable lower bound 0 < βLB(µ) ≤ β(µ) for the inf-sup-
constant is available (e.g., by the Successive Constraint Method – SCM –, see
[17]), we are left with the problem of approximating Rεb,N (µ), the dual norm of the
residual.
Let us now show how this can be done in an online-efficient manner using the
online-offline decomposition combined with the wavelet expansion. Using (2.14)
yields
rεb,N (µ) = f(µ)− B(µ)uεN (µ) =
Qf∑
q=1
θ
(q)
f (µ)f
(q) −
Qb∑
q=1
θ
(q)
b (µ)B
(q)uεN (µ)
=
Qf∑
q=1
θ
(q)
f (µ)f
(q) −
N∑
i=1
Qb∑
q=1
uNi (µ)θ
(q)
b (µ)B
(q)ζεi ,(4.11)
with ζεi defined in (3.2) and B
(q) : X → Y ′ defined by 〈B(q)w, v〉Y′×Y := b(q)(w, v),
w ∈ X , v ∈ Y.
Next, recall from (4.3) that qΨY = { qψYλ : λ ∈ qJ } is a Riesz basis for Y. Then,
from the Riesz representation theorem, it is well-known that a dual wavelet systemq˜ΨY = { q˜ψYλ : λ ∈ qJ } exists which is a Riesz basis for the dual space Y ′. Let g ∈ Y ′,
then this element has a unique expansion in the dual wavelet basis, i.e.,
g =
∑
λ∈ qJ
gλ q˜ψYλ , g := (gλ)λ∈ qJ , gλ = 〈g, qψYλ 〉Y′×Y .
In particular, the wavelet coefficients gλ are computed by the dual pairing of g
with the primal wavelets, which are often piecewise polynomials, so that the arising
integrals can efficiently be computed at any desired accuracy.
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The Riesz basis property implies the existence of constants 0 < cΨ ≤ CΨ < ∞
such that for all g ∈ Y ′ it holds
(4.12) cΨ ‖g‖Y′ ≤
( ∑
λ∈ qJ
|gλ|2
)1/2
= ‖g‖`2( qJ ) ≤ CΨ ‖g‖Y′ ,
where the equivalence constants cΨ and CΨ depend only on the choice of qΨY .
Putting (4.11) and (4.12) together yields
‖rεb,N (µ)‖2Y′ ≤ c−1Ψ
∑
λ∈ qJ
(〈f(µ)− B(µ)uεN (µ), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y)2
= c−1Ψ
∑
λ∈ qJ
( Qf∑
q=1
θ
(q)
f (µ)〈f (q), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y − N∑
i=1
Qb∑
q=1
uNi (µ)θ
(q)
b (µ) b
(q)(ζεi ,
qψYλ ))2
= c−1Ψ
Qf∑
q,q′=1
θ
(q)
f (µ)θ
(q′)
f (µ)
∑
λ∈ qJ
〈f (q), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y 〈f (q′), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y
+ c−1Ψ
Qb∑
q,q′=1
N∑
i,j=1
θ
(q)
b (µ)θ
(q′)
b (µ)u
N
i (µ)u
N
j (µ)
∑
λ∈ qJ
b(q)(ζεi ,
qψYλ ) b(q′)(ζεj , qψYλ )
− 2c−1Ψ
Qf∑
q=1
Qb∑
q′=1
N∑
j=1
θ
(q)
f (µ) θ
(q′)
b (µ)u
N
j (µ)
∑
λ∈ qJ
〈f (q), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y b(q′)(ζεj , qψYλ )
= c−1Ψ
Qf∑
q,q′=1
θ
(q)
f (µ)θ
(q′)
f (µ)C
f,f
q,q′
+ c−1Ψ
Qb∑
q,q′=1
N∑
i,j=1
θ
(q)
b (µ)θ
(q′)
b (µ)u
N
i (µ)u
N
j (µ)C
b,b
(i,q),(j,q′)
− 2c−1Ψ
Qf∑
q=1
Qb∑
q′=1
N∑
j=1
θ
(q)
f (µ) θ
(q′)
b (µ)u
N
j (µ)C
f,b
q,(j,q′),
where the terms
Cf,fq,q′ :=
∑
λ∈ qJ
〈f (q), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y 〈f (q′), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y ,
Cb,b(i,q),(j,q′) :=
∑
λ∈ qJ
b(q)(ζεi ,
qψYλ ) b(q′)(ζεj , qψYλ ),
Cf,bq,(j,q′) :=
∑
λ∈ qJ
〈f (q), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y b(q′)(ζεj , qψYλ )
can be computed offline in principle exactly – or at least up to any desirable ac-
curacy, which can be seen as follows: in principle, the index set qJ has infinitely
many elements, so that all three sums have infinitely many terms. However,
• f (q), 1 ≤ q ≤ Qf , are given elements in Y ′. Either they have a finite wavelet
expansion (and then both Cf,fq,q′ and C
f,b
q,(j,q′) are finite sums) or at least the
sequence of wavelet coefficients decay with respect to the level (the Y ′-norm
is finite and the sum has to converge). In this case, both Cf,fq,q′ and C
f,b
q,(j,q′) can
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be truncated and the desired accuracy triggers the number of terms in this offline
computation;
• b(q)(ζεi , ·), 1 ≤ q ≤ Qb, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , are also given functionals in Y ′, so that the
same reasoning as above applies for the sum in Cb,b(i,q),(j,q′).
The number of terms in these expansions as well as their localization have a strong
influence on the decision if an adaptive snapshot computation is indeed required
or if, e.g., an adaptively generated common truth as in [35] might be sufficient.
Details concerning the decay of wavelet coefficients can be found in [8, 30, 31].
In summary, the online complexity is O(Q2f +Qf QbN +Q2b N2), i.e., the surro-
gate for the error estimator can be computed online-efficient.
5. Numerical Experiments
In this section, we present numerical results showing quantitative effects of an
adaptive offline computation of the snapshots as well as of the adaptive wavelet
computation of the dual norm of the residual. We recall that meaningful test cases
have to be strongly parameter-dependent, so that the presented results need to be
properly interpreted. As numerical examples, we consider an elliptic problem as
well as a parabolic (time-periodic) one in space-time formulation.
Realization of the Error Estimator. As we have seen in Section 4.4, the terms
b(q
′)(ζεj ,
qψYλ ) and 〈f (q), qψYλ 〉Y′×Y need to be computed in the offline stage. If the
data do not allow for a finite wavelet expansion (which is the case in our example),
the corresponding wavelet expansions need to be truncated. The corresponding
error can be controlled by the size of the wavelet coefficients, e.g., [18, 31]. Next,
the (in principle) infinite sums in Cf,fq,q′ , C
b,b
(i,q),(j,q′) and C
f,b
q,(j,q′) in Section 4.4 have
to be computed, which can be done at any desired accuracy offline due to the decay
of the wavelet coefficients w.r.t. the level. Of course, the terms b(q
′)(ζεj ,
qψYλ ) have
to be computed after the adaptive computation of the corresponding snapshot. For
our experiments, we have chosen a sufficiently high maximal level for both the error
estimator and the exact problem.
Finally, we need the constants cΨ and CΨ in (4.12), namely the Riesz constants
of the wavelet basis. These numbers can either be taken from the literature or by
determining smallest and largest eigenvalues of the dual mass operator ( q˜ΨY , q˜ΨY)Y .
5.1. An Elliptic Equation: A Thermal Block with a Seal.
5.1.1. Data. We consider heat conduction in a 2D thermal block Ω = (0, 1)2 con-
sisting of two subdomains Ω0 = [0.5, 1]× [0, 1], Ω1 = [0, 0.5]× [0, 1], with different
conductivities µ0 = 1, µ1 ∈ [0.01, 100], [25]. The heat influx is modeled as a con-
stant local source on different parts Ω˜i, i = 1, . . . , 9, of the domain, where the cur-
rent location depends on a (discrete) parameter µ2 ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, see Figure 1. We
impose homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ΓD := ∂Ω∩{x = 0∨x = 1}
and homogeneous Neumann conditions on ΓN := ∂Ω∩ {y = 0∨ y = 1}. The varia-
tional formulation then reads: find u ∈ X := H1D(Ω) = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v = 0 on ΓD}
such that∫
Ω0
∇u · ∇v + µ1
∫
Ω1
∇u · ∇v = (f(µ2), v)L2(Ω) ∀ v ∈ X , f(µ2) :=
9∑
i=1
δµ2,i1{Ω˜i}.
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Ω1 Ω0
Ω˜1
Ω˜2
Ω˜3
Ω˜4
Ω˜5
Ω˜6
Ω˜7
Ω˜8
Ω˜9
1
3
2
3
2
5
4
5
ΓN
ΓD
ΓN
ΓD
Figure 1. Thermal block
with 9 local sources.
5.1.2. Wavelet Discretization. We employ a multi-
tree-based AWGM (see Section 4) with a tensor ba-
sis consisting of bi-orthogonal B-spline wavelets from
[11] of order dx = mx = 2 (for the meaning of the
parameters d and m, see Section 4) and L2(0, 1)-
orthonormal (multi-)wavelets as in [27] of order dy =
my = 2, with homogeneous boundary conditions. In
order to show that adaptive discretizations are ben-
eficial in this case, we indicate in Figure 2 the sup-
port centers of the active wavelets, i.e., those that
are chosen by the adaptive scheme SOLVE. We see
strong local refinements depending on the choice of
the parameter, so that an adaptive discretization is
obviously useful in this example.
2a) µ1 = 10, µ2 = 6 2b) µ1 = 0.0269, µ2 = 2 2c) µ1 = 0.01, µ2 = 8
Figure 2. Support centers of local wavelets of snapshots of the
elliptic thermal block problem. The color bar indicates the size of
the corresponding wavelet coefficients.
5.1.3. Greedy Performance. The training set Dtrain consists of 20 log-spaced values
in D1 = [0.01, 10] for µ1 and all 9 possible values for µ2. We set the Greedy tolerance
t˜ol := 10−4. Table 3a) shows the decay of the error estimator w.r.t. to the number
of basis functions. To achieve the specified tolerance, 24 snapshots are required.
We also indicate the chosen snapshots in Table 3a).
As we see, due to the parameter-dependent locality of the source f (and thus
the highly localized solutions), adding a snapshot to the RB-basis for a certain
µ1 does not necessarily add additional information for other parameters. Hence,
the Greedy loop iterates through the 9 values for µ2 first, i.e., all 9 possible source
locations. For µ1 = 10
−2, the coercivity constant α(µ) is quite small and thus has a
strong impact in the error estimator. As we see in Figure 3b), the convergence rate
slightly stalls for those samples with the same µ1-value (i.e, same conductivity but
different location of the source), but this effect becomes less and less pronounced
for increasing N .
In Figure 3c), we show the average error estimator over a test set, which is chosen
as 50 log-spaced values for µ1 in [0.01, 20] and all 9 possible values for µ2 (#Dtest =
450). We observe algebraic convergence for the first 9 samples (corresponding to
the different sources) and exponential rate of convergence afterwards. For N = 24,
we obtain a maximal error estimator over the test space of 1.00766× 10−4 (which
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N Snapshot
‖ra(uεN (µi);µi)‖`2
‖ra(uε(µi);µi)‖`2
1 (0.01, 2) 1.0137
2 (0.01, 8) 1.0392
3 (0.01, 5) 1.0256
4 (0.01, 7) 1.0317
5 (0.01, 1) 1.0177
6 (0.01, 4) 1.0342
7 (0.01, 9) 1.0326
8 (0.01, 3) 1.0119
9 (0.01, 6) 1.0298
10 (0.02069, 5) 1.0395
11 (0.02069, 4) 1.0365
12 (0.02069, 6) 1.0307
13 (0.02069, 2) 1.4497
14 (0.02069, 1) 1.3328
15 (0.02069, 3) 1.2525
16 (10, 8) 1.1594
17 (10, 4) 1.0884
18 (10, 7) 1.2069
19 (10, 5) 1.0638
20 (10, 6) 1.0917
21 (10, 9) 1.2531
22 (0.02069, 7) 1.0601
23 (0.02069, 8) 1.0977
24 (0.02069, 9) 1.0539
3a) Selected snapshots and residual deteriora-
tion rate.
3b) Weak Greedy training starting at N = 0.
3c) Average error estimator for 450 test pa-
rameters with N = 1, . . . , 24 basis functions.
Figure 3. Weak Greedy training for the elliptic thermal block problem.
only slightly exceeds t˜ol := 10−4). This value is attained at µ = (20, 6), which is
outside the range of the training set Dtrain.
Let us now comment on the values in the third column of Table 3a), where we
indicate the ratio of the residual of the RB-approximation uεN (µ
i) and the snapshot
ζεi = u
ε(µi) for the chosen samples µi ∈ SN . Both residuals are the discrete ones,
i.e., the vectors of the wavelet coefficients. These ratios are interesting for different
reasons:
(1) They indicate the size of the reproduction error. Recall, that we cannot expect
exact reproduction of snapshots. As the very moderate numbers indicate, RB
and snapshot errors are of the same size which is a quite positive result.
(2) We have discussed in Section 3.6 necessary snapshot accuracies to ensure Greedy
convergence, in particular the µ-dependence of these accuracies. For this first ex-
ample, A(µ) is elliptic and we determined uεN (µ) as the usual Galerkin solution
in XεN (without computing an approximation of the infinite-dimensional normal
equation operator). Hence, from Proposition A.4, we could expect a factor of√
γ(µ)/α(µ), which is 10 for µ1 = 0.01. As we see, we obtain numbers in the
order of 1, which means that the standard Galerkin RB-solution is very close
to the optimal Galerkin solution of the infinite-dimensional normal equations.
A possible explanation is that the wavelet preconditioning yields a very small
spectrum and quantitatively good condition numbers.
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(3) The adaptively computed snapshot uε(µi) can also be interpreted as the full
approximation of the RB-approximation uεN (µ
i) for the same sample value µi.
The snapshot, in turn, is guaranteed to be within the prescribed tolerance of the
exact solution u(µi). This means that the numbers in the third column of Table
3a) are the effectivities of the adaptive wavelet-RB error estimator for the sample
values µi.
5.2. Parabolic Periodic Space-Time Equation.
5.2.1. Data. As a second example for our numerical experiments, we consider the
time-periodic convection-diffusion-reaction (CDR) equation
ut − uxx + µ1β(x)ux + µ2u = cos(2pit) on Ω = (0, 1),
u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) for all t ∈ [0, T ],
u(0, x) = u(T, x) = 0 on Ω,
with coefficient function β(x) = 0.5 − x. Setting V := H10 (Ω), H1per(0, T ) :=
{v ∈ H1(0, T ) : v(0) = v(T )}, we define the spaces Y := L2(0, T ;V ) and X :=
L2(0, T ;V ) ∩H1per(0, T ;V ′), i.e.,
X = {v ∈ L2(0, T ;V ) : vt ∈ L2(0, T ;V ′), v(0) = v(T ) in H},(5.1)
where X is equipped with the norm ‖v‖2X := ‖v‖2L2(0,T ;V ) + ‖vt‖2L2(0,T ;V ′), v ∈
X . Note that v(0), v(T ) are well-defined due to H1(0, T ) ⊂ C([0, T ]) and {v ∈
L2(0, T ;V ) : vt ∈ L2(0, T ;V ′)} ⊂ C(0, T ;H), e.g., [10]. We obtain the variational
problem:
Find u ∈ X : b(u, v;µ) = f(v) ∀ v ∈ Y, µ = (µ1, µ2),(5.2)
with forms b(·, ·;µ) : X × Y ×D → R, f(·) : Y → R given by
b(u, v;µ) :=
∫ T
0
[〈v(t), ut(t)〉V×V ′ + a(u(t), v(t);µ)]dt,(5.3)
where f(v) :=
∫ T
0
cos(2pit)〈v(t), 1〉V×V ′dt and the bilinear form as a(φ, η;µ) =
(φx, ηx)L2(Ω) + µ1(βφx, η)L2(Ω) + µ2(φ, η)L2(Ω).
5.2.2. Discretization. As bases we use space-time tensor functions: in time, we
use a collection of bi-orthogonal B-spline wavelets on R of order dt = mt = 2,
periodized onto [0, T ], [31]. The spatial basis is chosen as bi-orthogonal B-spline
wavelets of order dx = mx = 2 with homogeneous boundary conditions from [11].
The test basis is a tensor product of the above mentioned linear B-spline wavelets
with 2 vanishing moments from [11] with homogenous boundary conditions in the
univariate spatial basis.
In this example, the snapshots have different temporal evolutions. Since time is a
‘normal’ variable in a space-time variational formulation, this means that different
discretizations for the snapshots in space-time may pay off. In particular, the right-
hand side is smooth, hence we do not expect strong local effects as in the previous
example. Different snapshots merely exhibit different temporal evolutions as can
be seen in Figure 4. This justifies adaptivity.
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Figure 4. Snapshots for the CDR problem for µ =
(0,−9), (30,−9) in the first row and µ = (0, 15), (17.3684,−9) in
the second.
5.2.3. Greedy Performance. We perform the same experiments as in the elliptic
thermal block problem for the CDR equation. The training set was chosen as 20
uniformly spaced values in [0, 30] for µ1 and in [−9, 15] for µ2. The Greedy tolerance
was set to t˜ol := 10−4.
The decay of the error estimator is shown in Figure 5b), where we also see that
8 basis functions suffice to reach the desired tolerance. The chosen snapshots are
listed in Table 5a). The different temporal evolution of snapshots is reflected by the
convergence history in Figures 5b) and 5c). In the latter figure, we test the error
estimator again on a larger test set, which is here chosen within the same range
as the training set, but with a finer uniform discretization of 50 values for µ1 and
µ2. The maximal error stays below the Greedy tolerance t˜ol = 10
−4. We obtain
a maximal error of 6.1410 × 10−5 on the training set and of 6.2397 × 10−5 on the
larger test set, i.e., just a very mild increase. However, this is not surprising at all,
since the training set covers the same range as the test set.
As in the elliptic case of the thermal seal-block, the numbers in the third column
of Table 5a) are quite positive. In this case, there are also additional features:
(1) Here, we face a Petrov-Galerkin problem. We have proven above that Y εN (µ) :=
R′Y B(µ)(XεN ) is an optimal test space. In our numerical experiments, however,
we used Y εN (µ) ≡ XεN for simplicity. This is possible in this case since X ⊂ Y.
The values in Table 5a) show that this simple choice gives quite good results.
(2) At a first glance, the numbers less than 1 seem surprising. However, recall
that the right-hand side is parameter-independent. These means that the RB-
space XεN may contain components that improve the RB-approximation over the
snapshot, yielding ratios smaller than 1.
(3) Finally, we obtain an RB-system with only 8 basis functions. In the online
stage, we thus only have to solve one 8× 8 linear system for the full evolution –
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no temporal iteration (time-stepping) is required. This gives rise to an enormous
speedup which allows us to perform 2500 tests on a PC in about 2 seconds!
N Snapshot
‖r(uεN (µi);µi)‖`2
‖r(uε(µi);µi)‖`2
1 (0,−9) 1.0065
2 (1.5789,−9) 0.9990
3 (0,−7.7368) 0.9994
4 (30,−9) 1.0183
5 (9.4737,−9) 0.9967
6 (0, 15) 1.0255
7 (20.5263,−2.6842) 1.0162
8 (17.3684,−9) 0.9942
5a) Selected snapshots and residual dete-
rioration rate.
5b) Weak Greedy training starting at N = 0.
5c) Average error estimator for 2500 test pa-
rameters with N = 1, . . . , 8 basis functions.
Figure 5. Greedy performance for the CDR problem.
Appendix A. A sharp residual estimate using normal equations
We consider Hilbert spaces X, Y with their duals X ′, Y ′ induced by some pivot
spaces. Let B : X → Y ′ be a linear operator that satisfies the Necˇas conditions, in
particular B is assumed to be continuous with constant γ < ∞ and to satisfy an
inf-sup-condition with constant β > 0. Thus, in particular, the operator equation
Bu = f has a unique solution u ∈ X for any f ∈ Y ′, i.e., b(u, v) = 〈f, v〉Y ′×Y for
all v ∈ Y , where 〈Bu, v〉Y ′×Y =: b(u, v) for u ∈ X and v ∈ Y .
Next, we consider the Petrov-Galerkin method with finite-dimensional spaces
Xh ⊂ X, Yh ⊂ Y and
(A.1) uh ∈ Xh : b(uh, vh) = 〈f, vh〉Y ′×Y ∀vh ∈ Yh.
We assume well-posedness also of the discrete problem independent of the dis-
cretization parameter h. The following Ce´a-type lemma is well-known
(A.2) ‖u− uh‖X ≤ γ
β
inf
wh∈Xh
‖u− wh‖X ,
see, e.g., [33, Thm. 2]. If A : X → X ′ is selfadjoint and positive definite with
coercivity constant α > 0 (i.e., the elliptic case), this can be improved as follows
(A.3) ‖u− uh‖X ≤
√
γ√
α
inf
wh∈Xh
‖u− wh‖X .
We associate a bilinear form to the operator A as usual by a(u,w) := 〈Au,w〉X′×X
for u,w ∈ X.
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Both estimates (A.2) and (A.3) relate the (Petrov-)Galerkin error to the error of
the best approximation in Xh – both measured in an appropriate norm, here ‖ ·‖X .
Since the error is usually not available (the exact solution is unknown), but the
residual is in some cases (e.g., both in RB ‘truth’ discretizations and in adaptive
wavelet methods), we want to relate the (Petrov-)Galerkin residual
rb(uh) := f −Buh or ‖rb(uh)‖Y ′
to the best approximation residual inf
wh∈Xh
‖rb(wh)‖Y ′ . The following estimate is
straightforward by (A.2)
‖rb(uh)‖Y ′ = ‖f −Buh‖Y ′ = ‖B(u− uh)‖Y ′≤ γ‖u− uh‖X ≤ γ
2
β
inf
wh∈Xh
‖u− wh‖X
≤ γ
2
β2
inf
wh∈Xh
‖B(u− wh)‖Y ′ =
(γ
β
)2
inf
wh∈Xh
‖rb(wh)‖Y ′ ,(A.4)
but the factor
(
γ
β
)2
is not satisfactory since it may be large.
In the elliptic case, we can use the fact the Galerkin projection is the orthogonal
projection of u with respect to the energy scalar product a(·, ·) that induces the
energy norm, i.e.,
‖w‖2a := a(w,w), w ∈ X, ‖f‖a′ := sup
w∈X
〈f, w〉X′×X
‖w‖a , f ∈ X
′,
(i.e.,
√
α ‖w‖X ≤ ‖w‖a ≤ √γ ‖w‖X and 1√γ ‖f‖X′ ≤ ‖f‖a′ ≤ 1√α ‖f‖X′), so that
‖ra(uh)‖X′ ≤ 1√
α
‖ra(uh)‖a′ = 1√
α
inf
wh∈Xh
‖ra(wh)‖a′
≤
√
γ√
α
inf
wh∈Xh
‖ra(wh)‖X′ .(A.5)
If we compare (A.3) and (A.5) – both in the elliptic case – we see that the factor√
γ√
α
is the same, both in the error relation in (A.3) and in the residual relation
(A.5). In the general case, however, we have a factor of γβ for the error relation in
(A.2), but the square
(
γ
β
)2
in the residual relation (A.5).
The aim of this appendix is to improve and harmonize these estimates for the
residual relations. To this end, we introduce some operators.
Definition A.1. (a) The operator B+ : Y ′ → X ′ is defined as 〈B+v′, u〉X′×X :=
(Bu, v′)Y ′ for v′ ∈ Y ′ and all u ∈ X.
(b) The Riesz operator RY : Y
′ → Y is defined as 〈RY y′, z′〉Y×Y ′ := (y′, z′)Y ′ for
all y′, z′ ∈ Y ′.
(c) The dual operator (Banach adjoint) C ′ : Y ′ → X ′ of a linear operator C : X →
Y is defined as 〈C ′y′, x〉X′×X = 〈Cx, y′〉Y×Y ′ , x ∈ X, y ∈ Y .
We note in particular, that the operator RY is invertible and coincides with the
Riesz representation operator. Moreover, R′Y ;Y
′ → Y is given by 〈R′Y y′, z′〉Y×Y ′ =
〈RY z′, y′〉Y×Y ′ = (y′, z′)Y ′ for y′, z′ ∈ Y ′ as well as B′ : Y → X ′ as 〈B′y, x〉X′×X =
〈y,Bx〉Y×Y ′ for x ∈ X, y ∈ Y .
Lemma A.2. It holds that B+ = B′RY .
Proof. Let v′ ∈ Y ′ and u ∈ X. Then, the following is easily seen, 〈B+v′, u〉X′×X =
(Bu, v′)Y ′ = 〈Bu,RY v′〉Y ′×Y = 〈B′RY v′, u〉X′×X , which proves the claim. 
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As an immediate consequence, we get ‖B+‖L(Y ′,X′) = ‖B‖L(X,Y ′), i.e., the esti-
mate β‖v′‖Y ′ ≤ ‖B+v′‖Y ′ ≤ γ‖v′‖Y ′ for all v′ ∈ Y ′.
Proposition A.3. Let B : X → Y ′ be linear and invertible. Then,
(a) A := B+B : X → X ′ is elliptic w.r.t. the norm ‖B · ‖Y ′ with α = γ = 1.
(b) Bu = f in Y ′ if and only if Au = B+f =: g in X ′.
Proof. Let us first show that A is selfadjoint. In fact, for u,w ∈ X, we have
〈Au,w〉X′×X = 〈B+Bu,w〉X′×X = (Bu,Bw)Y ′ ,(A.6)
which allows to exchange u and w. This implies that
〈Au, u〉X′×X = ‖Bu‖2Y ′ , 〈Au,w〉X′×X ≤ ‖Bu‖Y ′ ‖Bw‖Y ′ ,(A.7)
which proves (a). In order to prove (b), let w ∈ X arbitrary. Then,
〈g, w〉X′×X = 〈B+f, w〉X′×X = 〈B′RY f, w〉X′×X = 〈RY f,Bw〉Y×Y ′
= 〈f,R′YBw〉Y ′×Y
and on the other hand,
〈Au,w〉X′×X = 〈B+Bu,w〉X′×X = 〈B′RYBu,w〉X′×X = 〈RYBu,Bw〉Y×Y ′
= 〈Bu,R′YBw〉Y ′×Y .
Since both RY and B are invertible, also the operator R
′
YB = (B
+)′ : X → Y also
invertible, so that the assertion is proven. 
Let us now consider the Galerkin problem with respect to the elliptic operator
A and a finite-dimensional space Xh ⊂ X, i.e.,
(A.8) u¯h ∈ Xh : a(u¯h, wh) = 〈Au¯h, wh〉X′×X = 〈g, wh〉X′×X ∀wh ∈ Xh.
This is equivalent to the normal equations (Buh, Bwh)Y ′ = (f,Bwh)Y ′ for all
wh ∈ Xh. It should be noted that (A.8) is not the normal equation of the discrete
Petrov-Galerkin problem (A.1). In fact, (A.1) is equivalent toBhuh = fh in Yh = Y
′
h
(finite dimensional), where Bh := B|Yh×Xh , fh := f|Yh . Thus, the (discrete) normal
equation reads Ahuh = B
T
h fh with Ah := B
T
hBh. On the other hand, (A.8) reads
A¯hu¯h = gh in Xh, where A¯h := (B
+B)|Xh×Xh and gh := (B
+f)|Xh . This means
that B+B is first multiplied exactly (on the operator level) and then discretized,
whereas Ah is first discretized and then multiplied on the discrete level.
Proposition A.4. Under the above assumptions, we have
(A.9) ‖rb(u¯h)‖Y ′ = ‖B(u− u¯h)‖Y ′ = inf
wh∈Xh
‖B(u− wh)‖Y ′ = inf
wh∈Xh
‖rb(wh)‖Y ′
as well as
(A.10) ‖ra(u¯h)‖X′ ≤ γ
β
inf
wh∈Xh
‖ra(wh)‖X′ .
If B : X → X is elliptic, we get ‖rb(u¯h)‖X′ ≤
√
γ√
α
infwh∈Xh ‖rb(wh)‖X′ as well
as ‖ra(u¯h)‖X′ ≤ γα infwh∈Xh ‖ra(wh)‖X′ for A = B+B.
Proof. The result in (A.9) follows from Galerkin orthogonality in (A.11) for any
wh ∈ Xh
‖B(u− u¯h)‖2Y ′ = (B(u− u¯h), B(u− u¯h))Y ′ = 〈A(u− u¯h), u− u¯h〉X′×X
= a(u− u¯h, u− u¯h)
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= a(u− u¯h, u− wh) = (B(u− u¯h), B(u− wh))Y ′(A.11)
≤ ‖B(u− u¯h)‖Y ′ ‖B(u− wh)‖Y ′ ,
which proves (A.9). Then, we use (A.9) to obtain
‖ra(u¯h)‖X′ = ‖B+rb(u¯h)‖X′ ≤ γ ‖rb(u¯h)‖Y ′ = γ inf
wh∈Xh
‖rb(wh)‖Y ′
≤ γ
α
inf
wh∈Xh
‖B+rb(wh)‖X′ ≤ γ
α
inf
wh∈Xh
‖ra(wh)‖X′ ,
so that (A.10) is proven. The estimate in the elliptic case is proven as (A.5). 
Remark A.5. Let us comment on the previous result. Obviously, (A.9) significantly
improves (A.4) so that the ‘ellipticity gap’ (i.e., the quotient of the factor in the
respective relation for the elliptic and the general inf-sup case) between (A.10) and
(A.5) is the same as the gap between (A.3) and (A.2) for the error, namely the
factor
√
γ√
α
.
We point out again that u¯h ∈ Xh is the solution of A¯hu¯h = gh which is a dis-
cretization of the infinite-dimensional version of the normal equations. As described
in Section 4, this is exactly what is done in adaptive wavelet methods (since there
an optimal preconditioning of large classes of operators B is available which means
that one avoids the usual drawback of squaring a possibly bad condition number
of B when using normal equations).
In general, the discrete approximation u¯h of the infinite-dimensional normal
equation differs from the Petrov-Galerkin solution uh in (A.1) (which, in turn,
coincides with the solution of the discrete normal equations). Only in a very specific
situation (which we will indicate now), both approximations coincide.
Proposition A.6. Let Xh ∈ X and Yh ∈ Y be finite-dimensional spaces. Consider
u¯h ∈ Xh : a(u¯h, wh) = 〈B+f, wh〉X′×X ∀wh ∈ Xh,(A.12)
uh ∈ Xh : b(uh, vh) = 〈f, vh〉Y ′×Y ∀vh ∈ Yh.(A.13)
If Xh and Yh are related by Yh = (B
+)′(Xh), then u¯h = uh.
Proof. We follow the lines of the proof of Proposition A.3 (b), i.e., a(uh, wh) =
b(uh, R
′
YBwh) = b(uh, (B
+)′wh) on one hand and on the other 〈B+f, wh〉X′×X =
〈f, (B+)′wh〉Y ′×Y = 〈f,R′YBwh〉Y ′×Y .
Let u¯h solve (A.12). Since B
+ is invertible and due to Yh = (B
+)′(Xh), for any
vh ∈ Yh, there is a unique wh ∈ Xh such that vh = (B+)′wh. Hence, u¯h also solves
(A.13). On the other hand, let uh solve (A.13). For any wh ∈ Xh, there is a unique
vh ∈ Yh such that vh = (B+)′wh which implies that uh is a solution of (A.12) as
well. Since both (A.12) and (A.13) admit a unique solution, we get u¯h = uh. 
Remark A.7. This latter result shows that the Petrov-Galerkin solution (which
coincides with the discrete normal equation solution) is the same as the approxi-
mation of the infinite-dimensional normal equation solution provided that trial and
test spaces are chosen appropriately. In that case, we obtain the optimal residual
relation (for rb even with constant 1) from Proposition A.4 – otherwise we cannot
hope for it.
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